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The Preface 
 
…there are various Conjectures, as to the Author and his Party : some think him a 
Papist, some a Nonjurant Parson, and others think him a Dissenter. I don’t much 
concern my self which of the three he belongs to, or what his Design may be, or if he 
act in Disguise; for be that how it will, he is certainly one of the worst of Men; But 
since he speaks the Language of the two former, I attack him as such; for let him be 
serious or otherwise, it is plain he argues their Cause, and insists upon the same 
Topicks that are to be found in the Pamphlets and Sermons, which have been Printed 
against the Dissenters since King William’s Death; only his Title is a little more bald, 
and his Expressions a little more plain than those that have gone before him; but the 
Spirit, Notion and Application are the same. The ill applied Text which we had not 
long ago from a City-Pulpit, relating to Elijah’s Treatment of Baal’s Prophets, has the 
same Moral with this Author’s Advice, of hanging up the Dissenting Ministers. The 
Author of The New Association betwixt the Dissenters and moderate Churchmen to 
undermine the Present Government, gives a Charge which would subject both those 
Parties to the like cruel Treatment. The continual Snarls in that malicious Libel, 
called, The Poetical Observator, against the same Persons, shew the like Design to 
expose them. The same is to be said of Mr Sacheverel’s Political Union, The 
Character of a Low Churchman, and other Pamphlets of the same Stamp. And the 
general Charge of Hypocrisie against the Dissenters and Moderate Churchmen, by 
those that do all they can to deprive them of their Birthright as Englishmen, proceeds 
from the same Spirit. But whether all these or any of them know what Spirits they are 
of, or whether their Advice be accommodated to the Interest of England and the 
Protestant Religion, may perhaps be made tolerably evident by the following 
Reflections. 
 
[pp. 13-14] 
 
Our Author was so much in haste, and so intent upon making his Work short, that his 
very first Effort comes short of the Mark. He blunders in the Choice of his Text, and 
instead of some grave Sentence from one of the Apocryphal Authors, such as Jesu the 
Son of Syrach, or the History of Bell and the Dragon, he chuses his Subject from 
Aesop Jacobitiz’d by Roger the Son of Hammond; who being a blind Passive-
Obedience Mole, led the Inferior Clergy that were blinder than himself into the Pit 
digged for them by Father Peters, Bishop Ellis, &c. So that poor Church was so far 
got into the Quagmire, that the Priests and Jesuits had begun to take possession of 
both Universities, in order to put out her two Eyes; the Popelings had got the 
Command of our Army and chief Garisons, they had got a good Footing in our Fleet, 
they were absolutely possess’d of the Throne, their Advice was chiefly taken in Privy-
Council, they had by the Intercession of our Lady of Loretto, and the Benediction of 
Count D’Ada his Holiness Nuncio, got a young Jure Divino Prince ready form’d, to 
entail the mighty Blessings of Popery and Slavery upon us; whilst our Bishops were 
cag’d up in the Tower, in order to be kept there and well dried, to make a good Blaze 



in Smithfield : The Princess her Present Majesty was carefully sent to the Bath, lest 
the Presence of so great a Heretick should have infected his young Highness from the 
very Womb; and at last Roger the Son of Hammond, our Author’s divinely-inspir’d 
Oracle, with such of the Superior and Inferior Clergy as had danc’d to his Pipe, 
brought Matters to such a Pass, as the Church found her self under the Necessity to 
cut the Throat of the spurious Bantling, call’d Passive Obedience, which she had so 
long dandled upon her Knee as her own Genuine Offspring, and to betake her self to 
Defensive Arms. Her present Majesty perceiving her own Royal Person, her Country 
and her Religion, brought to the Brink of Ruin, thought fit, not only with the Prince 
her Husband, to leave the Court, but to fly from it Incognito, and to join those who 
had taken Arms for the common Cause. All this being uncontrovertible Matter of 
Fact, the Reader may easily judg, whether our Author’s Fable be worse chosen or 
worse applied. 
 

The poor Animal cannot hide the Asses Ears under the Lions Skinl for 
notwithstanding the counterfeit Eulogies which he bestows here and there upon the 
Queen, the whole Pamphlet is a Libel upon her Majesty, and the Design of it is to 
raise Jealousies and Mistrusts betwixt the Sovereign and the Subject, a Crime which is 
very well provided for in our Statute Books : but this poor Scribler shews himself to 
be equally a Stranger to Law, History and Christianity. 
 
[…] 
 
[pp. 19-28] 
 
 

But to return to The Shortest Way. It is evident that he designs to create 
Jealousies in the Minds of the Dissenters and moderate Churchmen of her Majesty, 
and her High Court of Parliament, as if they design’d their Destruction; tho’ her 
Majesty has been pleas’d to declare in Parliament, that she will maintain the 
Toleration, as by Law establish’d : and tho’ the Honourable House of Commons in 
the Preamble of their Occasional Bill, have declar’d themselves against Persecution; 
yet he would perswade the Dissenters, and under that Notion it’s plain he includes all 
of those of the Revolution Principles, that their Day of Grace is over.  
 

That we may not be at a loss to guess what Church he is of, he complains 
heavily of the Oaths, Associations, Abjurations, and what not, which have been 
impos’d upon the tender Consciences of the Church of England, who could not 
dispense with the Allegiance they had sworn to their lawful King, and swear to a new 
Hodge-Podge of a Dutch Government. This is directly to fly in her Majesty’s face, 
whose Title was asserted by the Claim of Right, and maintain’d by those 
Associations, Abjurations, &c. This is at once to libel all the Parliaments in K. 
William’s Reign, as Dissenters, Traitors, and what not; tho’ every one knows that they 
took particular care of the Church of England, and address’d his Majesty again and 
again for its Security and Preservation; and in their several Acts of Settlement had 
a special regard for it. By this we may see what trusty Friends and loyal Subjects our 
Author and his Nonjurant Church are to her Majesty and their Country. 
 
At the same time he tells us of a Multitude of Occasional Communicants, who are 
men of a far more dangerous Constitution than those he and his Party do libel at such 



an unmerciful rate; and that is “such who are forc’d to comply against their 
Consciences with our new sophistical Politicks, and like the New Converts in France, 
sin becase they cannot starve.” These new sophistical Politicks must needs be the 
Revolution. Principles, upon which her Majesty’s Right and Title is founded; and 
therefore by our Author’s confession those Occasional Communicants must be much 
more dangerous to be allow’d in the State, than those of the Dissenting sort : For the 
latter have no scruple as to her Majesty’s Title, they have associated themselves in 
defence of it; there’s none of them that will refuse to abjure all other Pretenders, or to 
swear to preserve our present Constitution. Whereas the former are only loyal de 
Facto, but not de Jure : They can have no other Idea of her Majesty, but that of an 
Usurper who is too strong for them; and therefore must take all occasions, if they be 
true to their Principles, to join with those who favour the St. Germains Pretender, that 
so they may ease their Consciences, and not be oblig’d to live for ever under the 
wretched Alternative of being forc’d to sin or starve. If her Majesty and our 
Legislature should, from our Author’s Suggestion, and the Evidence of the Matter of 
Fact, that there are too many Occasional Communicants of this sort in England, think 
fit to make a Test to keep them out of all Places of Power and Trust, and enjoin a 
Penalty to be impos’d upon those that own her Majesty to be Queen de Facto, and 
will not at the same time own her to be so de Jure, the Party would find themselves 
but little oblig’d to our Author for this Hint : and perhaps such a Test would not seem 
very unnecessary or unreasonable to those who consider the Thousands of Foot and 
Horse, which Sir John Friend, Sir William Perkins, Sir John Fenwick, and others were 
to join the French with at their Landing upon the Assassination Plot; that amongst 
others there was to be a Troop of Nonjurant Parsons to hallow the Rebellion; that 
some, if not all of those three Knights, were Occasional Communicants or Hearers at 
least, and that it was not possible for the Jacobite Separatists alone to have rais’d so 
many thousand Horse and Foot as were then propos’d. Certainly such a sort of 
Occasional Communicants are more dangerous to the Church and State of England 
than those whom our Author would have punish’d with the Gallies and Gallows. Nor 
is there any Parity of Reason for allowing more Favour to Nonjurants than to 
Nonconformists, since the latter agree with the Church of England in her Doctrine, 
and are united with her by a cordial, not feigned Allegiance to the Queen as their Civil 
Head : Whereas the Nonjurants, whatever Right of Membership they pretend to the 
Body, do undeniably separate from her Majesty as the Head, which is a more 
dangerous and material piece of Nonconformity than any the Dissenters are guilty of. 
It was never reckon’d good Policy in any State to give too much Indulgence to a Set 
of men who own a Foreign Head, as it is known our Nonjurants do : Most, if not all of 
them, are for the St. Germains Pretender, tho’ bred up in Poery and Arbitrary Power, 
as their Civil Head; and we have heard already that most of the Ecclesiasticks of that 
Temper have no great aversion to a foreign Religious Head. B[isho]p Montaigne in 
his Antidiatribe abovementioned, Page 156, says “If the King of England should 
command his Subjects, that nothing in Ecclesiastical Affairs should be determin’d in 
his Dominions without the Pope’s Authority, and that whatever should be etsablish’d 
by that Authority should have the force of a Law, all men ought to obey it.” And what 
Advanccs of the same nature are made by a present Author, a Nonjurant Clergyman, 
in his Case of the Regale and Pontificate, is well enough known : “The Snake in the 
Grass is discover’d by the Wriggling of his Tail,” when he tells us, “Concors Romane 
& Reformata Ecclesia Fides”; tho’ he might tell us that there’s an Agreement betwixt 
Light and Darkness. The Association, both Old and New, betwixt the Papists and such 
High-Churchmen, to undermine and blow up the present Church and Government, is a 



great deal plainer and more evident than the pretended New Association of those 
call’d Moderate Churchmen with the modern Whigs and Fanaticks, to undermine and 
blow them up. For they must have a Forehead of harder Brass than any Jesuit, and a 
Mind capable of swallowing something more absurd than Transubstantiation, who 
will offer to deny, that had it not been for the moderate Churchmen and Dissenters, 
the present Church and Government had been blown up long e’er now, first. By the 
associated High-Church and Popish Plotters under the Conduct of the Duke of York, 
second. By the same Associators when he was King. And, third, by the same Holy 
Leaguers at the time of the Assassination and La Hague Invasion : and if any of them 
had happen’d to miscarry in the Attempt, as did the blessed Martyrs Fenwick, Friend 
and Perkins, there was a Troop of Nonjurants ready to absolve them at Tyburn, and to 
tell them that the next step from the Cart would be to Heaven. May God deliver her 
Majesty and the Nation from such Nonjurants, and their Brethren the de facto 
Occasional Communicants, who like the French New-Converts, are forc’d to 
conform, because they must otherwise starve. 
 

It were endless to animadvert upon all the extravagant Passages of this 
invenom’d Libel, which is writ on purpose to set the Nation in a Flame, and to engage 
us in an intestine War, that the French King may have an opportunity to force the 
Pretender upon us. His advising to send all our Dissenters to the Gallies and Gallows, 
his sounding a Charge to a general Massacre of  ’em, and his proposing the French 
King’s Method with his Protestant Subjects, whom he reproachfully calls Hugonots, 
as a fit Model and a proper Instance for our Incouragement to attempt it; his falling 
foul upon the Act of Succession and the Family of Hanover, his outragious 
Reflections upon the late K. William and his Government, and his Advice to subdue 
the Scots instead of uniting ’em, are so unpolitick, inhuman and unchristian, that I 
could not at first perswade my self that any Man who calls himself a Protestant, could 
be so much inspir’d by Hell as to write such a Libel. But when I consider’d that the 
same Spirit, the same Notions, and many of the same Expressions are to be found in a 
Libel of One Sheet, call’d, A Short Abstract of the Behaviour of the Occasional 
Communicants towards the Members of the Church of England since the Revolution, 
and in that call’d the New Association abovemention’d; and that the same Temper is 
to be found in most of the Pamphlets that have been printed against Occasional 
Communion, tho’ not always so palpable and gross, I was oblig’d to change my Mind. 
Most part of the Nation may remember, that L’Estrange, in his Observators, when the 
blessed Designs of bringing in Popery and Arbitrary Power upon us were in their full 
Vigor, advis’d to cutting of Throats, and a Reconciliation with Rome, which made 
many of his quondam Followers drop him. It has ever been the Method of that Party, 
who were for a Popish Successor and Arbitrary Power, to pave their Way by 
promoting Severities against Protestant Dissenters, that whilst the Church and they 
were ingag’d against one another, the common Enemy might take their advantage of 
both. Thus in Queen Elizabeth’s time, they that favour’d the Infanta’s Title against the 
King of the Scots, did all they could to incourage the Prosecution of the Puritans. In 
K. James’s time they that were for the Popish Matches and Arbitrary Power, took the 
same Methods. In K. Charles the First’s time, they that were for advancing the 
Prerogative above all Law, and for bringing in the Laudean or Cassandrian Popery, 
trod in the same steps. In K. Charles the Second’s time, they that were for the Popish 
Successor, and making the King absolute, pursu’d the same Measures, and by 
multiplying the Penal Laws against Dissenters, brought the Kingdom into strange 
Convulsions, incourag’d the Popish Plot, baffled the Discovery, and blunted the 



Prosecution of it, turn’d it upon the Dissenters and moderate Churchmen,  
cut the Throats of some of the best Protestants in England contrary to all Law, and at 
last brought the Popish Plot to its designed effect. They settl’d their Popish King upon 
the Throne, where he might have continu’d till the Day of his Death, had he not made 
too much haste to destroy the Church which set him up; but having fail’d of his 
Promise to them, tho’ he mounted the Throne with an assurance that he would never 
be worse than his Word, he was oblig’d to quit his Throne, and the Nation set his 
Daughters upon it one after the other, which they might have done as well before, and 
have sav’d that Reputation, Blood and Treasure, which their not doing so, has cost us 
since that time; and God knows how much more it may. Our Author, it’s true, calls 
these New Politicks; but in doing so he discovers his Ignorance of our History and 
Constitution. By turning over a few Leaves of our Histories and Statute-Books, he 
may be satisfy’d that it is no new thing in this Nation for the Succession of the Crown 
to be regulated by Act of Parliament, so as it might best preserve our Religion and 
Liberty : and if he look into 13 Eliz. Cap. I he will find they incur the Guilt of a 
Premunire, who affirm that the Laws and Statutes do not bind the Right of the Crown, 
and the Descent, Limitation, Inheritance, and Governance thereof; and perhaps it may 
prove something more than a Moot Point, whether his Scribling against the Act of 
Settlement upon the Family of Hanover, does not bring him within the reach of that 
Statute. 
 

I shall now touch a little upon the chief Arguments this Author and others of 
the same Stamp make use of to persuade a Repeal of the Act of Toleration : and these 
are, that the Dissenters are Hypocrites, because of their Occasional Conformity; that 
they have always us’d the Church of 
England ill when in Power; and their Brethren in Scotland have abolish’d Episcopacy 
there, and treated the Bishops and their Clergy with unheard-of Cruelty to our selves 
and our Posterity; and that since they own the Church of England to be a true Church, 
and conform to be Mayors and Sheriffs, they will much sooner conform than be 
hang’d or otherwise severely treated. 
 

That Hypocrites are one of the worst sorts of Men I shall readily allow; but 
that those Dissenters who take the Sacramental Test to qualify themselves for serving 
their Country, must therefore be such, I think is hard to prove. The Act of the Test, if 
we may believe the Title and Preamble, was principally design’d to keep Papists from 
Places of Power and Trust. The late Earl of Shaftesbury, who is generally thought to 
have had the chief hand in contriving that Act, was known to be no Enemy to the 
Dissenters; and it was as well known that his principal Design in that Act was against 
the Duke of York and his Papists. Then since neither the Contrivers of the Act, nor the 
Act it self does require that piece of Conformity as a Test, that the Compliers should 
own themselves to approve of every or any thing insisted upon by the Church of 
England, as a Qualification to entitle themselves to be Members of that Church, in 
contradistinction or opposition to Protestants of all other Denominations, but only as a 
publick Declaration that they are not Papists; Where’s the Hypocrisy in Dissenters to 
do this? I am afraid, if the matter be duly canvass’d, that the Hypocrisy will be found 
to be chargeable elsewhere, and that the Fraud, if any there be, must be plac’d to the 
account of those who stretch the Act beyond its natural Meaning, and the Design of 
the Contrivers : Yet this has been no new thing amongst those of the High-Church, 
who turn the edg of the Laws that were design’d against Papists upon Portestant 
Dissenters. 



 
Then tho’ they own the Church of England to be a true Church, and their 

Religion to be one and the same with their own, that therefore they must be 
Hypocrites in not keeping constant Communion with that Church, and complying 
with every thing that she requires, is a meer Fallacy and downright Sophism. The 
Truth of this will appear thus. There were some Churches or Societies of Christians in 
the times of the Apostles, who would needs join the Ceremonies of the Jews with the 
Worship of the Christians, and there were others who were for building Hay and 
Stubble upon the solid Foundation of Christian Doctrine, I Cor. 3. 12. The Apostles 
had Occasional Communion with both of these; but neither approv’d the Ceremonies 
of the one, nor the Stubble of the other : They communicated with them as Christians 
in general, without approving their unwarrantable Additions : But their settled 
Communion was with those that had neither Ceremonies nor Stubble, and on occasion 
they declar’d against the use of both. Nay, it’s very well known that St Paul fix’d the 
Charge of Dissimulation, which is a synonymous Word for Hypocrisy, on his Brother 
St. Peter and his Fo11owers, for betraying their Christian Liberty by complying with 
the Ceremonious Jews, and abstaining from the Communion of the Gentile Christians, 
who worship’d their Saviour in Spirit and Truth, without the Legal and Ceremonious 
Pomp; Gal. 2. 11, 12, &. But to bring this Matter more close to the purpose in hand, 
it’s well enough known that many, nay most of the High-Church Party,  hold the 
Church of Rome to be a true Church, and have written and spoke of that Society of 
Men with a great deal of more Respect and Honour than their Passion would allow 
them to speak of Luther and Calvin, as has been hinted already : Yet they would take 
it as a very false and uncharitable way of arguing, either from Papist or Dissenter, to 
charge them with Hypocrisy for not continuing in the Communion of that Church, and 
for making a Separation from her. When they answer this, then we shall answer the 
other; and in the mean time, that they may see I don’t slander them, their 
Antesignama, Laud, in his Conference with Fisher, p. 36, says that the Church of 
Rome doth still retain all things necessary to Salvation, and has every thing that is 
needful to the Essence of a Church. Many such Passages might be instanc’d from 
Heylin, Potter, Montague, and other High-flyers; so that here’s Argumentum ad 
Hominem for them. Then since it is evident that Puritanical Hooper laid down his Life 
for his Religion as well as Ceremonious Ridley, and that the Dissenters have suffer’d 
as much and as cheerfully for their Opposition to Bishops and Ceremonies as 
Churchmen have done in defence of ’em, tho’ no wise Man of either Party will say, 
that Conformity or Nonconformity in those Matters is essential to Christianity; It’s 
uncharitable in either of the Parties to charge the other with Hypocrisy in those 
Matters : The Apostle’s Rule in such cases is, that every Man should be fully 
persuaded in his own Mind, and not act with a doubting Conscience, and that there 
should be a mutual Forbearance, and no Imposition. There’s not one Word in the 
Sacred Text which impowers Episcopal Men or Presbyterians to decree Rites and 
Ceremonies, and to impose them, or any other thing, which our Saviour has not 
appointed, as Terms of Communion upon Christian Societies or particular Persons; 
and till Churchmen of all sorts be cur’d of this imposing Humour, we shall never see 
any thing like Primitive Christianity. Experience and Matter of Fact has convinc’d the 
World that both Parties have had Sufferers for their Opinion, tho’ it must be own’d 
that the Instances are much more numerous on the Dissenting side; and therefore to 
urge Death and Banishment against any Party, because of the Occasional Communion 
of some of their Number, to force them a constant Communion, is the Voice of a 
Beautefeu or Incediary, and not of an Englishman or Christian. Suppose the Tide 



should turn here as it has done in Scotland, and that Episcopacy were abolished with 
us as it is with them, the High-Fliers would look upon it as a Mahometan way of 
Arguing, if the Presbyterians should tell them thus : “Gentlemen, You are a Parcel of 
Hypocrites, the Clergy of England are near 10,000, and upon the Restoration of 
Episcopacy by Charles II there were only 2,000 Nonconformists; therefore since 
8,000 of you were not only Occasional but Constant Communicants with us, tho’ we 
abolished Episcopacy and Ceremonies, you shall all be constant Communicants, or be 
condemned to the Gallies and Gallows. Or suppose they should give this Turn; 
Gentlemen, there were 10,000 of you who preached up Passive Obedience, or at least 
signed the Unlawfulness of Resisting the King, or any having Authority under him, 
upon any Pretence whatsoever; yet there were not perhaps above 300 of you who did 
not act a contrary Part, and fell in with the Revolution; therefore you shall all 
renounce that Doctrine, and declare her Majesty Queen Anne is Queen de jure as well 
as de facto, and that no other Person has any Pretensions to the Crown; otherwise your 
Preachers shall be hang’d, and those who attend your Sermons shall be banished.” 
How would our High-Fliers like this Treatment?  
 

Since we are upon the Business of Scotland, it’s proper to observe that our 
Author’s Argument from the Behaviour of the Presbyterians there, towards the 
Episcopal Party, is no way conclusive. If the Scotch Presbyterians do ill things, must 
the Church of England follow their Example? Does not the Preamble of the 
Occasional Bill declare, that Persecution is contrary to her Principles? Then must she 
abandon those Principles to be reveng’d on the Scotch Presbyterians? But as a further 
Answer, whatever the Author of the Shortest Way may do, it’s suppos’d, that the 
Author of the New Association has reason to know the Affairs of Scotland better, than 
to impose such Falshoods upon the World; and they that will turn to the Acts of the 
Scotch Parliament and General Assemblies, will find, that Episcopacy made no part of 
the Cause of turning out any of the Scotch Episcopal Clergy, their fourteen Bishops 
only excepted (whose Order they abolish’d, as a Grievance to their Country, and 
contrary to the Inclinations of their People); but either Immorality or Disaffection to 
the Civil Government was the cause of turning out the Inferior Clergy : and tho’ it be 
true, that many of the Episcopal Clergy there did suffer Indignities from the Mob 
upon the Revolution, especially such as had been active in bringing Persecution upon 
the Presbyterians, yet they that will compare the Scotch Acts of Parliament in King 
Charles and King James’s time against the Presbyterians, with those of King William 
against the Episcopal Men, will find that the latter are not requited according to the 
Talion Law; for there’s no Act to make it Death for an Episcopal Minister to preach, 
or for the People to hear him, as there was against the Presbyterians and those who 
heard them : nor is there any Test to exclude the Episcopal Laity from Places of 
Power and Trust in Scotland, where it’s known they have always had a Share in the 
greatest Posts in the Nation; nor is the Renunciation of Episcopacy, or a new 
Ordination, impos’d upon any Minister that has a publick Charge. For their Abolition 
of Episcopacy, and Restoration of Presbytery, they did it as most conducible to the 
Peace of the Nation, and because it was their antient Constitution; Reasons altogether 
Political, of which every Kingdom is the most proper Judg for themselves; and indeed 
the Impolitick Behaviour of their Bishops, who did all of ’em oppose the Revolution, 
contributed not a little to their Overthrow.  
 

Would Time and Place allow it, I could easily expose the Author’s 
Inconsistencies and manifest Contradictions; but enough has been said already to 



shew, that the Design of the Scribler and his Party, is to embroil the Naiton in a Civil 
War, to make way for the St. Germain’s Pretender : but t’is hop’d, that since their 
Intentions are now clearly seen into, there will be found Englishmen and Protestants 
enough to defeat them. It’s particularly the Concern of the moderate Churchmen to 
make their last Efforts to prevent any new Persecution of the Dissenters, which can 
have no other Tendency but to obstruct our Trade, to pave the Way for Arbitrary 
Power, and to raise Divisions among us, which will weaken the Protestant Interest at 
Home, and expose it to Ruin abroad. It’s easy enough to perceive that the drooping 
Jacobites have been inspir’d with new Courage, and are become perfectly impudent, 
as may be seen by that virulent Libel, call’d Poetical Observator, and other Pamphlets 
that have been publish’d since the raising of the new Clamour against the Dissenters. 
They will remember that the same Course was follow’d by Men of the same 
Principles, and some of them the very same Persons, when the Duke of York was 
brought to the Throne; they are not without Hopes, that the like Causes may have the 
Effects, and therefore they cannot conceal their Joy. This has encourag’d them to run 
with open Mouth upon the Acts of Settlement and the Family of Hanover. This 
emboldens them to blacken the Memory and Administration of the late King William, 
with all the Calumnies that their own Malice and a bad Cause can inspire into them. 
And they think it their undoubted Right, notonly to rail against Dissenters and 
moderate Churchmen with Impunity, but that they ought to be protected in it. It’s in 
the Power however of the latter to avert the threatened Danger; and if they will use 
their Interest to preserve the Dissenters Right of Election for Parliament Men and 
Magistrates of Cities and Corporations, they may easily baffle the Hopes which some 
Men have conceiv’d from making Dissenters uncapable of being elected : for when 
none but Churchmen are put upon the Lists, the Dissenters and moderate Churchmen 
may easily in most parts of the Nation bring in moderate Men, and turn the Tables 
upon the High-Fliers, tho’ they had 20 Tests more than they have. This the moderate 
Churchmen may easily perceive to be their Interest, since any Man may see that 
there’s a Set of Men in the Nation, who would fain be acting the same part over again, 
which they did in the Reign of King Charles and King James II, when by the Intrigues 
of the Court and High-Fliers, the Protestant Subjects were engag’d to worry one 
another with an unnatural, as well as unaccountable Fury, under the reproachful 
Names of Tories, Whigs and Trimmers, whilst a Popish Successor, and an Arbitrary 
Power came in like a Flood, and had well nigh swallow’d them up.  
 

But blessed be God, our Condition is not so dangerous now as ’twas then. We 
have a Protestant Queen on the Throne, who has again and again declared that she 
will maintain the Succession in the Protestant Line, as by Law established. We have 
now an Act of Exclusion of Popish Successors, which then could not be had : the 
Pretender is attainted, and our Religion and Liberties are secur’d by excellent Laws; 
so that if we cannot under her Majesty’s Auspicious Conduct maintain what we have 
in Possession against all the Intrigues of Papists and High-Fliers to set aside the Acts 
of Settlement on any pretence whatsoever, we deserve to be accounted the most abject 
People in the World, and to be stigmatiz’d with this perpetual Brand of Infamy, that 
We are a Nation born to Slavery.  

 
 
 


